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ABOUT THIS SET
Next Dimension Wrestling (NDW) has two other game edition releases so far. There is an eight card Starter Set and a
four card expansion titled Heroes and Villains. There have also been a number of cards released at different events,
conventions, and through our social media outlets. What you are reading now, is the third installment of the 2132 edition
of NDW, or Series One, as the cards are labeled. Instead of making one large set, we thought it would be fun to
progressively build the roster over the course of a calendar year.
The NDW Starter Set takes place from January to March of 2132, and features the introduction to NDW and introduces
The Knights of the Round Table and the Black and Blue Crew. Heroes and Villains covers April to June of 2132, it is just
an expansion pack to introduce new wrestlers. This edition, the Intergalactic Pitt Fight, covers July to September 2132,
and its purpose is to settle everything in place and build the team rosters that have always been a staple of the
Champions of the Galaxy universe. The yet to be titled release coming this winter, will cover October to December of
2132 which will wrap up Series One of the NDW character cards. Many fun things are planned for the future of Next
Dimension Wrestling!
As always, the characters in this handbook have stories and backgrounds written for them, but in the end, “It’s up to you,
promotor!” Please let us know of any fun or creative ways that you have used these characters in your own wrestling
federations!
NEXT DIMENSION WRESTLING UPDATE
Next Dimension Wrestling is quickly becoming one of the top independent wrestling promotions on Earth. Their talented
roster has more than doubled since they opened their doors at the beginning of 2132. The Last Knight and “Black and
Blue” Bob Hagar could not be happier with the success of their creation. NDW would run hour-long shows on Saturday
nights, but now, due to the growth of the talent roster, they are running back to back shows on Friday and Saturday
nights. They are also holding monthly supercards on the last Sunday of each month, and the fans are absolutely loving it!
Only great things are ahead for the NDW brand.
The top draw in the company, as of right now, is the rivalry between The Knights of the Round Table and The Black and
Blue Crew. More specifically, the fans are excited to see Falcon Parker and Eagle Richards do battle with Jet Black and
Navy Blue. These four men have stolen the spotlight from top stars like Ginger Rogers and Lambert based on the athletic
performances that have come to be expected. Navy Blue even defeated Falcon Parker in a best of seven series to be
declared the first ever NDW Dimensional Champion.
With the recent growth of the roster, new alliances and rivalries are beginning to form. Hold onto your seats, business is
about to pick up!
INTRODUCING THE JON HEEL AND THE DEADLY ALLIANCE
A mysterious hooded man has been spotted a ringside during a lot of recent NDW shows. He has a front row ticket to all
of the matches and just sits and watches intently, but never really getting into cheering on the action, just watching. Soon
another man started joining him for the shows. All was well until the second man decided to jump the railing and attack
Lance Romance during a match.
At this time the attacker was revealed to be Headhunter Travis Deadly, and the hooded man was his manager, Jon Heel!
Headhunter Travis Deadly is looking to make a name for himself and thought this was the best way to do just that. Lance
Romance, none too thrilled to be attacked by a fan, was more than happy to give Headhunter Travis Deadly a match. It
was a match that Lance Romance would go on to win, but it was a close one. Having thought we had seen the last of
Headhunter Travis Deadly, he attacked Lance Romance again at next fight card. Again, a match between the two had
been signed, and Lance Romance would win again. The pattern had started to repeat itself a third time, but the third
match had a different outcome. Headhunter Travis Deadly had won this match. During Lance Romance’s next match,
Headhunter Travis Deadly was nowhere to be found.

Lance Romance made his way back to the locker room and found a package waiting for him. Inside the package was a
cellular telephone. The phone started ringing. Lance Romance answered the phone and listened to the voice on the other
end. After hanging up the phone, Lance Romance went to Buck Blake’s locker room and attacked the unsuspecting
wrestler. At the next week’s fight card, Buck Blake and Lance Romance had a match. Lance Romance had won, but it
was a close, grueling, and intense matchup. Afterward Jon Heel and Headhunter Travis Deadly stormed the ring and
attacked both Lance Romance and Buck Blake.
Since they had just finished a tough match, Blake and Romance did not stand a chance against this unprovoked attack.
This prompted Biordi to rush the ring to make the save. Biordi ran Jon Heel and Headhunter Travis Deadly out of the ring.
He went to Lance Romance and Buck Blake to help them to their feet. That is when the plan came into effect! As Biordi
was helping Buck Blake, Buck hits him with a nasty kick to the groin. Then Buck Blake and Lance Romance began to
stomp on the fallen hero. Travis Deadly and Jon Heel returned to the ring and a four-on-one assault is started. Biordi is
beaten badly and has to helped out of the ring by the medical staff as his four attackers celebrate together in the ring. The
Deadly Alliance is born!
BIORDI RESPONDS WITH THE PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
After being set-up and attacked by Jon Heel and the Deadly Alliance, Biordi chose to put together his own team of
wrestlers, they are the Protectors of the Galaxy! He first reached out to Lance Romance’s rival, Captain Adam: Space
Pirate. Captain Adam saw what the Deadly Alliance had done to Biordi and thought it would be only a matter of time until
the team of villains would come after him. He decided it would be better to have some backup, so he agreed to join
Biordi’s new team of heroes.
Next Biordi contacted the long-time enemy of Buck Blake, B.A. Jerk. After spending only a few minutes with B.A. Jerk,
Biordi knew he wouldn’t be a good fit for the team. The next attempt at recruitment had Biordi at the locker room door of
Ginger Roger. Although Ginger Rogers agrees with Biordi’s cause, he does not want to leave the Knights of the Round
Table out of respect for his mentor, the Last Knight. Seeing Ginger Rogers’ point, Biordi did not pursue any other
members of the Knights. Ginger Rogers did however give Biordi the contact information of his fellow Pittsburgh native and
aspiring wrestler, Pitt Viper.
Biordi had arranged a meeting with Pitt Viper in Pittsburgh’s Hill District. Pitt Viper had been lurking in the shadows, just
waiting for a crime to be committed when Biordi found him. Biordi decided to join Pitt Viper on his nightly patrol of the city.
That night the two heroes stopped three attempts at armed robbery, busted up a drug deal, kept a domestic dispute from
becoming violent, and rescued a cat from a tree. Biordi saw a lot of himself in Pitt Viper. After spending some time with
the young man, Biordi decided to take a chance on the young newcomer and brought Pitt Viper to NDW as a part of his
team. What Pitt Viper lacks in wrestling experience, he more than makes up for with heart and determination.
The Protectors of the Galaxy are born, yet still outnumbered in their battle against the Deadly Alliance. Even though Jon
Heel is only the manager of the opposing team, he is still a serious threat inside the ring. This gives the Deadly Alliance a
man advantage in this rivalry. Biordi may need to continue the recruitment process moving forward, but as of right now he,
Pitt Viper, and Captain Adam: Space Pirate will have to try and vanquish these bad men on their own.

NEW CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES
JON HEEL
“DON’T MAKE ME PLAY THIS GAME!”
The leader of the Deadly Alliance, Jon Heel, is a rare type of manager. Heel has the skills and experience to do battle in
the ring, but he would rather have one of his henchmen do it for him. Formally known by his birth name, Jon Neel, this
ruthless powerhouse has embraced his villainous tactics with a name change and will forever be known as Jon Heel. The
motives of the Deadly Alliance are still yet to be determined, but from the looks of things, their main goal is to hurt people
and put them on the shelf. Jon Heel is a dedicated manager who is always at ringside with the members of his team,
getting involved if necessary. Although he would rather not wrestle, if provoked enough, Jon Heel will get into the ring and

cause his opponent to immediately regret signing up for a match with him. As it is right now, Jon Heel and his Deadly
Alliance plan to eliminate the heroic threat of Biordi’s Protectors of the Galaxy from Next Dimension Wrestling.
Team: Deadly Alliance (manager)
Feuds: Protectors of the Galaxy, Ginger Rogers
Signature Moves:
Dirty Heel Kick - heel kick to the back of the head
Elevator Powerbomb - Last Ride
DEADLY DROP - Vertebreaker
NEEL BEFORE THE HEEL - Pedigree
HEADHUNTER TRAVIS DEADLY
“SOMEONE’S GONNA GET HIT IN THE HEAD!”
Travis Deadly has earned the moniker of Headhunter through his reputation of fighting dirty and causing his opponents to
suffer concussions. All of Headhunter Travis Deadly’s attacks target the head! If a wrestler gets into the ring with him, they
are putting their health on the line. Travis Deadly has no problem admitting that he enjoys hurting people and plans on
taking his opponents out by inflicting trauma to their head. Jon Heel recruited Travis Deadly to be his number one hitman.
He even went as far as to name his team after him. Many wrestlers are hesitant to take a match with Headhunter Travis
Deadly, but Biordi is willing to take the risk. Biordi is sickened by Travis Deadly’s style, and wants nothing more than to
put him in his place, which is out of the NDW locker room. Travis Deadly has also gotten the attention of the consummate
good guy, Ginger Rogers, who also dislikes the Headhunter’s violent style. Whatever the case may be for this newcomer,
it is safe to say that Headhunter Travis Deadly puts the “Deadly” in the Deadly Alliance.
Team: Deadly Alliance
Feuds: Biordi, Ginger Rogers
Signature Moves:
Head Clapper - palm strikes to both sides of the opponent’s head
Burfict Head Shot - diving shoulder to opponent’s head
Head Crusher - cranium crush
HEAD TRAUMA - sick flipping piledriver
PITT VIPER
“THE STEEL CITY’S SECRET DEFENDER!”
Pitt Viper is a young man with a challenging past. When he was just a baby, his mother ran out on him (and his father)
leaving them and never looking back. In an even more tragic event, Pitt Viper’s father was killed in front of him during a
burglary gone bad. He was only five years old and now an orphan. Never really having a place to call his home, he
latched onto pro wrestling as a way to escape his dramatic life. His favorite things to watch were classic GWF holo-videos
from the start of the federation. His favorite wrestler was the original Pit Viper. He idolized the Titan legend, and wanted to
be just like the wrestler when he grew up. After being passed from one foster family to the next, an adult Pitt Viper vowed
to protect others who could not protect themselves. Whether he is patrolling the streets at night or taking on villains in the
ring, this member of the Protectors of the Galaxy is here to do what needs to be done for justice.
Team: Protectors of the Galaxy
Feuds: Buck Blake, Halloween Hank, Pete Cottontail
Signature Moves:
Three Rivers Splash - Frankensteiner
Steel City Headache - second rope DDT
Titan Drop - Samoan Drop
Grip of Steel - cobra clutch
The Mon Bridge - fisherman suplex

River Snake Bite - karate chop to the back of the neck
LIQUID METAL BURN - deadly running knee to the head

CHARACTER SUMMARIES FOR JULY 2132
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
Ginger Rogers - Main Feuds: Lambert, B.A. Jerk, Headhunter Travis Deadly
The number one fan-favorite among the young fans continues to be Ginger Rogers. His feud with Lambert is common to
see in main event matches on NDW cards. Ginger Rogers also has to contend with the likes of B.A. Jerk, who is just
trying to break Rogers of his good-guy persona, and the newcomer, Headhunter Travis Deadly, who just wants to hurt
people. Ginger Rogers has a full plate of wrestlers who want to challenge him, but that just comes with being the top guy!
Eagle Richards - Main Feuds: Jet Black, Navy Blue
The Birds of Prey, Falcon Parker and Eagle Richards, have been stealing the show with their main rivals, Jet Black and
Navy Blue of the Black and Blue Crew. Eagle Richards has been taking a back seat to Falcon Parker as of late, due to
Parker’s initial success in NDW. Richards feels that he no longer needs to mentor Parker, but rather be his teammate.
Falcon Parker - Main Feuds: Navy Blue, Jet Black
One of the breakout stars of NDW is none other than, Falcon Parker! He shocked the wrestling world by making it to the
finals of the NDW Dimensional Championship tournament. He may have come up on the losing end to Navy Blue, but the
best of seven series was quite close, going six matches and ending with a controversial countout that awarded Navy Blue
the championship. Still teaming with his mentor, now equal, Eagle Richards, the Birds of Prey have been a featured
attraction against the Black and Blue Crew team of Jet Black and Navy Blue.
Rajah Ring Royalty - Main Feuds: Ooolahg, Social Butterfly
The frog prince has been showing less and less humanity of late, and has been more frog-like. The curse placed on him
many years ago is getting worse. He needs to find true love fast, or he is doomed to be a frog forever! He once thought
that the newcomer, Social Butterfly, may be his true love. When he kissed her, the curse was not broken, and all Rajah
got for his efforts was a slap across the face! Ooolahg still believes that Rajah Ring Royalty is a dinosaur, and would like
to make the frog his next meal. Speaking of meals, Rajah’s animal instincts have gotten the best of him, and he often
fantasizes about snacking on Social Butterfly.
BLACK AND BLUE CREW
Lambert - Main Feuds: Ginger Rogers, Di-Smash
Lambert has become his own worst enemy. He is disappointed by the fact that he has yet to win the NDW Dimensional
Championship. He was brought in to be Bob Hagar’s top talent in the Black and Blue Crew, but instead he has seen very
little success against Ginger Rogers. To make matters worse, the strongest wrestler in NDW is no longer Lambert. That
title belongs to the female wrestler, Di-Smash! So not only does Lambert have the pressure of fighting a top guy like
Ginger Rogers, now he has to worry about being upstaged by a woman.
Jet Black - Main Feuds: Eagle Richards, Falcon Parker
Jet Black has been pleading with NDW owners, Bob Hagar and the Last Knight to create a NDW tag-team championship.
The men in charge feel that the roster has to grow some more before they can do that. Jet Black feels that he and his
partner have what it takes to be the first ever tag-team champs, so he tries to get himself and Navy Blue signed to as
many tag bouts as possible. Perhaps he is looking to ride his partners coattails to a championship. Whatever the case
may be, when Jet Black gets into the ring, the aerial assault is amazing.
Navy Blue - Main Feuds: Falcon Parker, Eagle Richards
Probably the biggest surprise thus far in the beginning of NDW, is the early success of Navy Blue. Having reached the
finals of the NDW Dimensional Championship tournament along with Falcon Parker, Navy Blue became an instant main
event star. He would go on to defeat Falcon Parker in six matches of a best of seven series, becoming the first ever NDW

Dimensional Champion. With wrestlers like Ginger Rogers, Biordi, Headhunter Travis Deadly, and even teammate,
Lambert being legitimate contenders to the title, Navy Blue has to keep his head on a swivel to see the challengers
coming from all directions.
Ooolahg - Main Feuds: Rajah Ring Royalty, Pete Cottontail
Ooolahg has been disqualified more than any other member of the NDW roster. The strangest thing about this is the fact
that Bob Hagar doesn’t seem to mind. The feud between Oooglahg and Rajah Ring Royalty rarely has a clear winner, but
the fans are still entertained by it. Pete Cottontail has also began to feud with Ooolahg. This is due to the fact that
Ooolahg is one of the first humans, and Pete Cottontail hates all human beings.
PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
Biordi - Main Feuds: Headhunter Travis Deadly, Buck Blake, Halloween Hank, Pete Cottontail
The leader of the Protectors of the Galaxy is on a campaign to remove all the villains from NDW. He will continue to do
battle with cheaters like Buck Blake, evil doers like Holiday Horror, and the members of the newly formed Deadly Alliance.
His main goal is to run that team’s namesake, Headhunter Travis Deadly out of the NDW picture for good! Now that he
was a couple of friends to watch his back, Biordi can also focus on his in-ring career and possibly capturing the NDW
Dimensional Championship. As long as he can keep from getting injured in his matches with Headhunter Travis Deadly,
Biordi has a good chance of moving up the rankings.
Captain Adam: Space Pirate - Main Feuds: Lance Romance, Halloween Hank, Pete Cottontail, Buck Blake
The quest for treasure has been put on hold by Captain Adam: Space Pirate. The threat of the Deadly Alliance was too
much for Captain Adam to take. He agreed to join the Protectors of the Galaxy when his nemesis, Lance Romance,
aligned himself with Jon Heel and company. There’s also the matter of Buck Blake, who has been mocking Captain Adam
since joining NDW. Aligning himself with Biordi has also gotten the attention of Holiday Horror. This Space Pirate has a lot
to do as Biordi’s right hand man, but he is more than capable of handling the challenge.
Pitt Viper - Main Feuds: Buck Blake, Halloween Hank, Pete Cottontail
This newcomer is ready to deliver his own brand of justice to the troublemakers of NDW. His main focus is to keep Buck
Blake at bay by assisting his fellow Protectors of the Galaxy members in dealing with the Deadly Alliance. Plus, Pitt Viper
has told Biordi to leave Holiday Horror to him. This way Biordi and Captain Adam can focus on the main threat of the
Deadly Alliance. Biordi won’t allow Pitt Viper to take on these men himself, so it is not uncommon to see tag-team
matches pitting Biordi and Pitt Viper against Halloween Hank and Pete Cottontail.
DEADLY ALLIANCE
The Deadly Alliance has declared war on the Protectors of the Galaxy. Unlike the feud between the Knights of the Round
Table and the Black and Blue Crew, which is strictly business, this rivalry is very personal. The Deadly Alliance is trying to
end the careers of the Protectors of the Galaxy, and the Protectors of the Galaxy are trying to force the Deadly Alliance
out of NDW forever.
Jon Heel - Manager of the Deadly Alliance
Jon Heel is a powerhouse in the ring and quite dangerous. However, he would rather have his team handle the in-ring
business. He will always accompany his wrestlers to the ring, and he is not above getting involved in their matches. If
provoked enough, Jon Heel will take a match for himself, and very quickly make his opponent regret getting into the ring
with him. With his powerful attacks, Jon Heel is capable of beating just about any member of the NDW roster; he just
would rather not be bothered by it.
Headhunter Travis Deadly - Main Feuds: Biordi, Ginger Rogers
The main goal of Headhunter Travis Deadly is to hurt his opponents. His main target is the leader of the Protectors of the
Galaxy, Biordi. Travis Deadly wants nothing more than to give Biordi a concussion and force him to retire. Travis Deadly
has also been taking matches with Ginger Rogers in the hopes of hurting the top fan-favorite in the company. If
Headhunter Travis Deadly would ever decide to turn his focus from hurting his in-ring opponents to capturing the NDW
Dimensional Championship, we could very easily be looking at the next champion!

Lance Romance - Main Feuds: Captain Adam: Space Pirate, Pitt Viper
In one of the most strange recruitment exercises, Lance Romance has joined the Deadly Alliance. Ever since joining this
group, Lance Romance has been more focused on his wrestling career. Taking on his arch-nemesis Captain Adam:
Space Pirate and the newcomer, Pitt Viper has kept this ladies man quite busy. The only question is, what was said on
that cell phone to cause Lance Romance to join the Deadly Alliance? That is something we may never know.
Buck Blake - Main Feuds: Pitt Viper, B.A. Jerk, Biordi, Captain Adam: Space Pirate
Possibly the dirtiest player in the game, both literally and figuratively, Buck Blake is hated by most of the NDW roster. Now
a full-fledged member of the Deadly Alliance, this cheating slime now has backup. This is very important, due to the fact
that his in-ring cheating and outside of the ring hazing, Buck Blake has earned himself a lot of enemies! Whether it be
B.A. Jerk trying to be a jerk, Pitt Viper trying to get noticed, Biordi looking for payback from past issues, or Captain Adam
finally having enough of Buck’s mouth, somebody is always willing to get into the ring with Buck Blake.
HOLIDAY HORROR
Halloween Hank - Main Feuds: Biordi, Pitt Viper, Captain Adam: Space Pirate
The new Halloween Hank is growing to be even more terrifying than the original. He has received random and bizarre
messages from the first Halloween Hank about new members joining his Holiday Horror team, but so far, nobody but
Hank has heard these messages. New team members would be very helpful as the Holiday Horror crew finds themselves
outnumbered by the Protectors of the Galaxy. However the Protectors’ attention is being split between Holiday Horror and
the Deadly Alliance; this may be enough for Hank’s team to ensure victory.
Pete Cottontail - Main Feuds: Captain Adam: Space Pirate, Pitt Viper, Biordi
This hater of humans is on a crusade to destroy humanity as part of Holiday Horror. Standing in his way are the
Protectors of the Galaxy. Pete Cottontail hates each and every human member of the NDW roster, except for Halloween
Hank, who Pete believes is a monster with no humanity left. Pete Cottontail is often overlooked by the rest of the NDW
roster, but this former Easter Bunny is a serious threat inside the wrestling ring!
INDEPENDENT
B.A. Jerk - Main Feuds: Buck Blake, Ginger Rogers
In a battle to see who can be the most disliked man in NDW, B.A. Jerk continues his feud with Buck Blake. A
disqualification would be quite typical in the matches involving these two notorious rule breakers. Now that Buck Blake is
a part of the Deadly Alliance, B.A. Jerk may have found himself in a bit over his head. B.A. Jerk is also a thorn in the side
of Ginger Rogers. B.A. Jerk can’t stand the hero and his Boy Scout persona. He wants to make Ginger Rogers resort to
underhanded tactics to get ahead. So far, Ginger Rogers has been able to stay on the straight and narrow, especially in
matches involving B.A. Jerk.
Di-Smash - Main Feuds: Social Butterfly, Lambert
With their only being two female members of the NDW roster, it is natural for them to become rivals. Di-Smash and Social
Butterfly are featured in women’s matches at NDW shows. Di-Smash takes exception to this as she is more than able to
compete with the men on the roster. To prove this, Di-Smash has challenged the powerhouse, Lambert, of the Black and
Blue Crew. Honestly, Lambert may be the only man on the roster able to match Di-Smash’s power. He may even struggle
in this test of strength!
Social Butterfly - Main Feuds: Di-Smash, Rajah Ring Royalty
Social Butterfly is more interested in her social media followers and how many likes her postings receive to get into too
much trouble at NDW. She has had many matches against the only other female wrestler in the company, Di-Smash.
Social Butterfly is also not afraid to get into the ring the men at NDW. She has especially had enough of Rajah Ring
Royalty, who tried to get “true love’s kiss” from her. When that didn’t work out, the frog prince threatened to eat her, as
Social Butterfly is a fly, and flies are commonly preyed upon by frogs.

Special note: Women are seen as being equal to men within Next Dimension Wrestling. Therefore when intergender
matches are held during NDW shows, women wrestlers are not affected by the Women’s Conversion Chart found in other
game editions.

NDW TEAM ROSTERS - QUICK REFERENCE
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
● Ginger Rogers
● Eagle Richards
● Falcon Parker
● Rajah Ring Royalty

BLACK AND BLUE CREW
● Lambert
● Jet Black
● Navy Blue
● Ooolahg

PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
● Biordi
● Captain Adam: Space Pirate
● Pitt Viper

DEADLY ALLIANCE
● Headhunter Travis Deadly
● Lance Romance
● Buck Blake
● Jon Heel - Manager

INDEPENDENT
● B.A. Jerk
● Di-Smash
● Social Butterfly

HOLIDAY HORROR
● Halloween Hank
● Pete Cottontail

BONUS CARD
TROYBOY - GARY ATKINSON TRIBUTE
“THE BOY IN THE MIDDLE OF FLAMBOYANT!”
In the summer of 2008 Filsinger Games released a special edition card in honor of the late Gary Atkinson. TroyBoy was
Gary’s e-fed character who had seen lots of success in the independent federations. Since its original release, Filsinger
Games cards have gone to full color and are printed on higher quality paper. We felt it was time to update the TroyBoy
card! The stats are the same as the original card, minus a few miniscule changes to bring him into the card creation
guidelines. It is meant to be a depiction of TroyBoy in his prime, so he is at the main event level. Plus, with the character
of TroyBoy being the estranged son of NDW co-founder, The Last Knight, it felt quite fitting to include this updated card in
this special game edition.
Feud: Any top star in the territory, hero or villain
Signature Moves:
Sassy Spin Kick - savate kick rebounding from the middle rope
Sweet Dream Dropkick - dropkick to the back of the head
Hunk-a-Rana - top rope hurricanrana
Boystown Body Slam - scoop powerslam lifting the opponent by the buttox
Cradle of ConTROversY - schoolboy roll-up using the tights
FlamBOYant Forearm - springboard diving forearm smash
RUMP THUMP - top rope butt drop

www.brocstercomics.com/ndwcards

